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Guerilla Marketing: Easy And Inexpensive Strategies For
Making Big Profits From Your Small Business
Internationally renowned marketing expert Jay Conrad Levinson and coauthor Al Lautenslager offer a hands-on workbook in the famed
Guerrilla Marketing series. Designed for use either as a stand-alone
tool or as a supplement to Guerilla Marketing in 30 Days, this
interactive workbook provides practical exercises that deliver a
customized, action-oriented marketing plan. Easy to use, the workbook
is completely page driven. Specific components of a marketing plan are
produced upon completion of each exercise.
"Discover how to seize control of your career and create a loyal
collector fan base that buys directly from you"--Page 1 of cover.
Based on years of personal experience, the author's guide to mastering
the art of marketing offers chapters on media, online marketing,
psychology, technology, and much more. Original.
Guerrilla Multilevel Marketing delivers 100 low cost marketing tactics
for bringing in an endless stream of qualified prospects after your
warm list is exhausted. It simplifies marketing so that anyone can get
immediate results and teach others the system. It helps you gain and
sustain momentum in your business. It builds confidence in yourself,
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your products and your opportunity. It teaches you how to get people
to commit. It gives you more than 50 excuses for following up. It lets
you focus on your strengths by choosing only tactics suited to you.
Mastering Guerrilla Marketing
Precision Persuasion of the Unconscious Mind
Guerrilla Publicity
Guerrilla Marketing for Consultants
Easy and Inexpensive Strategies for Making Big Profits from Your
SmallBusiness
Guerrilla Marketing for Social Media: 100+ Weapons to Grow Your Online
Influence, Attract Customers, and Drive Profits
Cutting-Edge Strategies for the 21st Century

Easy and Inexpensive Strategies for Making Big Profits from Your Small Business By
Jay Conrad Levinson
START BUILDING YOUR MILLION-DOLLAR COACHING BUSINESS TODAY!
The coaching profession has experienced phenomenal growth over the past decade, and
has become an accepted way for people and organizations to improve performance. In
response to this demand, professionals from around the world are getting into coaching.
Unfortunately, despite the growth of the coaching field, many coaches struggle to attract
clients and charge what they are worth. It doesn't have to be this way! "Guerrilla
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Marketing for Coaches" provides a practical, step-by-step guide for coaches who want to
fill their practice with desirable clients, and build a firm that generates wealth. Follow the
six steps in this book--along with the many success stories from top coaches in the
field--and you are on your way to having a million-dollar firm. You discover: The top
ways to attract clients and fill your practice--without spending much, if any, money; The
proven conversations to close deals and get hired; How to build a firm that generates
wealth for you, and make money even if you are not working directly with clients. Join
Guerrilla Marketing founder Jay Conrad Levinson and acclaimed coach trainer Andrew
Neitlich as they guide you to true success in this booming profession.
The creator of the Guerrilla Marketing series explains how small business owners can cut
through the clutter of new information to get their message across with the help of
Memes--simple symbols or phrases that can be used to represent complex ideas. Original.
This book will guide marketers into the world of positioning and selling products and
services. The authors lead the reader step by step through the process of developing a
marketing campaign. They offer detailed descriptions of more than a hundred marketing
tools from contests to affinity programs, from direct mail to billboard advertising.
Anecdotes, graphics, and rules of thumb are also included.
Guerrilla Multilevel Marketing
A Simple Battle Plan For Boosting Profits
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Guerrilla Marketing, 4th Edition
Guerrilla Marketing for Writers
100 No-Cost, Low-Cost Weapons for Selling Your Work
Busting Myths Around Guerrilla Marketing
Guerrilla Marketing Online Weapons
The best product or service in the world will never be successful unless its
provider knows how to attract enthusiastic customers. Chelsea Greenhas
published numerous books that promote self-sufficiency through independent
work. Eliot Coleman inspired a nation of market gardeners with hisNew Organic
Grower. Then Lynn Byczynski refined the model of horticultural entrepreneur
inThe Flower Farmer, and Michael Phillips followed suit inThe Apple Grower.
Gene Logsdon sThe Contrary Farmerprovides the tools to make cottage
farming economically viable, while inThe Bread Builders, Daniel Wing and Alan
Scott lay the foundation for revival of the village baking tradition. We expect
that Shel Horowitz sGrassroots Marketing: Getting Noticed in a Noisy
Worldwill be welcomed by the organic farmers, solar-energy installers,
telecommuters, environmental activists, community gardeners, and straw-balehouse builders of the world. Although he doesn t presume that all of his
readers will have embraced the principles of sustainable living, Horowitz s
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approaches are especially well-matched to the bootstrap businesses and
organizations that comprise the new sustainability economy. Horowitz s key
assumption is that the diverse entrepreneurs who need this book will have one
thing in common̶they won t have much money to spend on marketing
efforts. His book tells you: How to get more than your money s worth in paid
advertising; How to get free ink from the press by turning yourself into news;
How to develop a multi-pronged, multi-media strategy just like the big guys
(but without big bucks). Originally published asMarketing Without
Megabucks(Simon & Schuster, 1993), this book has been thoroughly revised,
including a major new section on the development that has been the greatest
boon ever to the grassroots marketer̶the Internet.
Trusted advice on successful consulting from the authors of the bestselling
Guerrilla Marketing series Consulting is entering the era of the guerrilla clientbuyers with a glut of information at their fingertips and doubts about the value
consultants add. Guerrilla Marketing for Consultants is the first book to reveal
how guerrilla marketing can transform today's challenges into golden
opportunities for winning profitable work from the new breed of consulting
clients. Packed with information, this step-by-step guide details the 12
marketing secrets every consultant should know, the anatomy of a marketing
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plan, Web sites, sources of free publicity, direct-mail marketing, winning
proposals, and more. Jay Conrad Levinson (San Rafael, CA) is the Chairman of
the Board of Guerrilla Marketing International and the author or coauthor of
more than 30 books, including the bestselling Guerrilla Marketing series.
Michael W. McLaughlin (Mill Valley, CA) has been a partner with Deloitte
Consulting since 1994.
The latest strategies for job hunters revealed in this revised and updated
edition This new Third Edition features the latest job-hunting strategies for the
Information Age. You'll discover key techniques to reach hiring managers at the
employers you want to work for most. New chapters integrate using social
media and social networking tools like Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, and
ZoomInfo in your job search, along with case studies from successful guerrilla
job hunters that detail what works in today's hyper competitive job market
with commentary from America's top recruiters. Present your skills in creative
new ways that stand out in today's hyper-competitive job market Employ littleknown search engine optimization tricks used by top headhunters Integrated
web site updated bi-weekly to remain state-of-the-moment Part of the
Guerrilla Marketing Series, the bestselling marketing book series The job search
process has changed drastically in the past few years. Turn these changes to
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your advantage and make your search successful with Guerilla Marketing for
Job Hunters 3.0.
Through the eyes of two Guerrilla Marketers, this book shows you Guerrilla
Marketing ideas to help you build your business and make more as a financial
advisor than you ever thought possible. Jay Conrad Levinson, author of the
highly successful Guerrilla Marketing series of books has teamed up with
financial advisor consultant and coach Grant W. Hicks, CIM, FCSI , to uncover all
aspects of marketing for financial advisors. This work is a collection of fourteen
years of researching and testing the best ideas for financial advisors. Grant's
educational website www.financialadvisormarketing.com has additional
resources to help any advisor at any level become more successful. This easy to
read book will be an abundance of resources advisors need to dramatically
change and grow their business. Inside you will find nine chapters including
samples and templates to help build your business. The following is a chapter
summary that will take the reader through forty business and marketing ideas,
principles and examples that have been used successfully and step by step on
how to apply them to your business. 1. Build a Better Business and Marketing
Plan 2. Getting New Clients from Outside Sources 3. Getting New Clients from
Internal Marketing 4. Welcoming New Clients 5. Wowing Clients 6. Mastering
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Service for All Clients 7. Taking Your Business to the Next Level 8. Marketing
Principles for Financial Advisors 9. Guerrilla Marketing Tools and Marketing
Action Plan Worksheets If you want to be a successful advisor in your market
and improve your client service levels, then Guerilla Marketing For Financial
Advisors is your marketing blueprint. It is time for advisors to take action.
Guerrilla Marketing for Job Hunters
Startup Guide to Guerrilla Marketing
Guerrilla Time
Guerrilla Marketing for Coaches
Guerrilla Marketing Remix
250 Tactics to Promote, Motivate, and Raise More Money
Your Personal Marketing Plan to Generate More Leads, More Referrals, and
More Repeat Business
More than two decades and dozens of bestselling books have proven that guerrilla
marketing is the number one low-cost method for marketing a business. If you’re
abusiness owner who wants to take advantage of its powerful, effective techniques
but don’t know where to start, the man who started it all teaches you just what to
do. Jay Conrad Levinson, the father of guerrilla marketing, and Jeannie Levinson
have teamed up to produce a beginner-oriented guide that shows business owners
how to get started with guerrilla marketing. Presented with a generous supply of
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true-life stories from the Levinsons’ rich experience, it breathes life into the hottest
and most well-known school of marketing so that readers are able to compete with
assurance and market profitably. Covering the whole spectrum of marketing it
takes readers from neophytes to guerrillas in 288 pages. Action-packed chapters
include: • The personality of a marketing guerrilla • Guerrilla marketing defined •
Succeeding with a guerrilla marketing attack • Selecting guerrilla marketing
weapons • Creating a seven-sentence guerrilla marketing plan • Making a guerrilla
marketing calendar • Launching your attack • Maintaining your campaign This is
the ideal volume for first-time marketers who want to use guerrilla marketing
techniques to bring their business to the top.
The success stories of Guerrilla Marketing! Real life case studies of how that helps
in reaching more people and increasing revenue! Here are a few examples of
Guerrilla Marketing campaigns that we did in Chennai, and the story of how we
were able to reach more people without spending much money! This book will be
an inspiration for entrepreneurs and marketers on how you can implement
Guerrilla Marketing ideas in your business!
Offers a six-step process for salespeople to operate effectively in a customeroriented business climate and make a dramatic difference in their careers
Provides more than one hundred practical ideas, action plans, and implementation
steps to help businesses identify unconventional social media opportunities to
increase online presence, attract customers, and improve profits.
Make Your Message Irresistible with the Power of Memes
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The Guerrilla Marketing Revolution
Guerrilla Marketing Weapons
Breakthrough Tactics for Winning Profitable Clients
Unconventional Weapons and Tactics for Increasing Your Sales
Grassroots Marketing
100 Profit-producing Insights You Can Take to the Bank

Cash in with Guerrilla Marketing’s Greatest Hits Updated, adapted, remastered…The
Father of Guerrilla Marketing, Jay Conrad Levinson, and co-author Jeannie Levinson,
present you with the only book to deliver The Best of Guerrilla Marketing—a combination
of the latest secrets, strategies, tactics, and tools from more than 35 top selling
Guerrilla Marketing books. When they write the history of marketing thought, Jay
doesn't get a page... he gets his own chapter. Seth Godin, author of Poke the Box This
book is the culmination of Guerrilla Marketing’s huge footprint on the marketing
landscape. Keep it on top of your desk-it will become your marketing bible. —Jill Lublin,
international speaker and author, Jilllublin.com For business survival in the 21st
century, Guerrilla Marketing ranks right up there with food, water, shelter — and, of
course, Internet access. David Garfinkel, author of Advertising Headlines That Make
You Rich 21 million entrepreneurs around the world, including me and most of my
clients & friends, owe a debt of gratitude to Jay Conrad Levinson for his inspiring
Guerrilla Marketing advice and mentoring. Roger C. Parker,
www.PublishedandProfitable.com
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Offers practical guidelines for improving marketing style, and discusses the importance
of persistence, precision, problem solving, research, timing, persuasion, and networking
First published in 1983, Jay Levinson's GUERRILLA MARKETING has become a
classic in the field of business, revolutionising marketing for small businesses all over
the world and creating a new way to understand and gain market share. It also
launched a veritable Guerrilla Marketing industry, including dozens of future Guerrilla
books, CDs and speaker events. In GUERRILLA MARKETING Jay Levinson's take-noprisoners approach to finding clients is on full display, as he offers hundreds of
marketing ideas that really work and a new roadmap for small-business success in the
global marketplace. Filled with leading-edge strategies for marketing on the Internet,
putting new technologies to work, targeting prospects, cultivating repeat and referral
business, and being a manager in the age of telecommuting and freelance employees,
among others, GUERRILLA MARKETING will be the entrepreneur's marketing bible for
the twenty-first century.
Want to reach consumers in innovative ways? Guerilla Marketing For Dummies is
packed with guerilla tactics and trade secrets for marketing your products or services
like never before. From re-imagining existing marketing platforms to mastering
trailblazing methods, you’ll create a cost-effective game plan for getting your
customers’ attention and keeping it! This savvy, hands-on guide explains what guerilla
marketing is, who does it, and why. You’ll learn how it can take your brand to new
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heights as you start thinking like a guerilla, brainstorming, collaborating, and refining
ideas for an exciting, non-traditional marketing program. The real fun starts when you
build a winning team and take your message to the streets, executing attentiongrabbing publicity stunts and creating unforgettable events. You’ll find out when it pays
to work with the big-gun guerilla-marketing firms and how to launch your own low-cost
campaign. Discover how to: Reach customers wherever they are Develop a cohesive
guerilla-marketing campaign Capitalize on the hottest trends Cut through the constant
marketing clutter Make products and brands stand out Use buzz, viral, grassroots, and
experiential marketing Write a great press release Create opportunities for partnership
and tie-ins Find budget-friendly ways to go guerilla Build a powerful online presence
Work with existing contacts, publicists, and the press You can enter the guerilla jungle
and emerge with the lion’s share of the sales! Let Guerilla Marketing For Dummies
show you how.
100 Affordable Marketing Methods for Maximizing Profits from Your Small Business
Guerrilla Marketing Excellence
Guerrilla Marketing
Getting Noticed in a Noisy World
Your Ad Here
Lead Generation For Dummies
Guerrilla Marketing Online
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Identifies the fastest growing markets; discusses recession strategies, consumers, targeted prospects, and
management; and furnishes sections on Internet marketing, the use of new technologies, and cultivating
repeat business.
Learn how to get your message heard above the onlinenoise The buying process is greatly changed. With the
Internet, thebuyer is in charge. If your product is going to compete, you needto master 21st century lead
generation, and this book shows youhow. It's packed with effective strategies for inbound and
outboundmarketing tactics that will generate leads in today's market.You'll learn the basics of lead
generation, inbound and outboundmarketing, lead nurturing, ways to track ROI, and how to scoreleads to
know when one is "hot". Follow the steps to create yourown personalized lead generation plan and learn how
to sidestepcommon pitfalls. Lead generation involves a strategy for generating consumerinterest and inquiry
into your product as well as a process fornurturing those leads until each is ready to buy Techniques include
content marketing through websites, blogs,social media, and SEO as well as outbound marketing strategies
suchas e-mail, PPC ads, content syndication, direct mail, andevents This book explores the basics of lead
generation, inbound andoutbound marketing, lead nurturing, tracking ROI on campaigns, leadscoring
techniques, and ways to avoid many common pitfalls Provides steps you can follow to create your own
personalizedlead generation plan Lead Generation For Dummies is the extra edge you need tocompete in
today's technologically enhanced marketplace.
At a time when millions of small businesses are flourishing, here is the optimum plan of attack for businesses
that want to cash in on the high profits and low costs of guerrilla marketing.
Hundreds of ideas for reaching and keeping the fastest-growing markets in the 90s, marketing during a
recession, what consumers in the 90s care most about, how to use the technological explosion for bigger
profits, and management lessons for the 21st century.
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125 Proven Strategies, Tactics and Techniques to Increase Your Profits
Guerrilla Selling
The Guerrilla Marketing Handbook
Guerrilla Marketing for Artists
The Cool Sell of Guerrilla Marketing
Guerrilla Marketing For Dummies
Guerrilla Marketing Attack

Guerrilla Marketing was introduced to the world in a selftitled book in 1984 by Jay Conrad Levinson, and Jason Myers
and Merrilee Kimble are continuing his unconventional system
of marketing by providing the Guerrilla Marketing tactics,
tools and tips that every business needs to succeed and
generate profits.
Since the publication of this bestseller two years ago, the
number of people who are connected to the Internet directly
rather than through an online provider has exploded, which
has had a dramatic impact on online commerce. Guerrilla
Marketing Online, 2nd Edition, completely revised and
updated, addresses this shift in user access, unveiling new
marketing weapons and techniques for promoting business
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electronically.
The Internet has not only changed the sheer vastness of
services and products available to consumers, but it's
significantly changed the way businesses communicate with
their buyers. The good news is that new technology makes it
easier for businesses to get the right product to the right
customer at the right time—and at a fraction of the cost.
Completely updated and revised, this book uses the expertise
of today's top media gurus to show you how to get the word
out about your product or business and reach even more
buyers—without the cost of a traditional big budget
campaign!
Shows how to promote a business on the Internet while
applying proven marketing tactics, and explains how to use
various software packages
Guerrilla Marketing for Franchisees
The Best of Guerrilla Marketing
Advertising and Marketing Definitions, Ideas, Tactics,
Examples, and Campaigns to Inspire Your Business Success
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Easy and Inexpensive Strategies for Making Big Profits from
Your Small Business
Zero Rupee Marketing
Guerrilla Marketing for Nonprofits
Guerilla Marketing for Direct Selling
Franchisees learn how to write a marketing plan, launch and maintain
an ongoing marketing attack, understand their role as a franchisee,
and reach sales and profit goals.
Identifies one hundred marketing "weapons" that minimize expenses
and maximize profits for retailers, manufacturers, and the service
industry
Launching Guerrilla Marketing for the 21st Century. 'Guerrilla
Marketing' is a worldwide phenomenon. Since its formation in 1951,
Guerrilla Marketing has run trainings and seminars and produced a
series of books which has sold around the world. The Guerrilla
Marketing Revolution celebrates the major re-launch of this amazingly
successful marketing brand. It offers a radical new approach to
making your profits soar. The Guerrilla Marketing Revolution is a
major new book for today packed with an arsenal of 125 devastatingly
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effective marketing weapons. It takes the proven methods, strategies
and weapons of Guerrilla Marketing and intertwines these with
advanced psychology and Neurolinguistic Programming (NLP) to
present new Guerrilla weapons with clear and detailed instructions for
their application. The result is a selection of inexpensive marketing
tools and skills perfectly suited to today's needs, aimed directly at the
decision maker - the unconscious mind - in order to speed up decision
making, shorten the sales cycle and create long-term relationships. It
offers a structured approach to consistent marketing success.
Describes marketing techniques particularly effective for home-based
businesses, emphasizing the importance of positioning, word-of-mouth
advertising, direct mail, and customer service
Guerrilla Creativity
More Time in Your Life, More Life in Your Time
Build a Bulletproof Art Career to Thrive in Any Economy
How to Stand Out from the Crowd and Tap Into the Hidden Job Market
using Social Media and 999 other Tactics Today
Secrets for Making Big Profits from Your Small Business
400 Unconventional Tips, Tricks, and Tactics for Landing Your Dream
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Job
The 50 Golden Rules for Small-business Success
The book every small-business owner should own First published in 1983, Jay Levinson's
Guerrilla Marketing has become a classic in the field of business, revolutionising marketing for
small businesses all over the world and creating a new way to understand market share and how to
gain it. In this completely updated and expanded fourth edition of Levinson's first Guerrilla
Marketing book, his take-no-prisoners approach to finding clients is on full display, as he offers
hundreds of marketing ideas that really work and a new roadmap for small-business success in
the global marketplace. Filled with leading-edge strategies for marketing on the Internet, putting
new technologies to work, targeting prospects, cultivating repeat and referral business, and
managing in the age of telecommuting and freelance employees, among others, Guerrilla
Marketing will be the entrepreneur's marketing bible for the twenty-first century.
Based on the most recent research into personal and professional development, this excellent time
management resource provides simple and effective methods and tools for managing time and
improving your quality of life.
The Father of Guerrilla Marketing, Jay Conrad Levinson delivers the first book to adapt the
profit-producing principles of Guerrilla Marketing to the world of nonprofits. The nonprofit
sector has increased by 65%--a flood of new organizations are vying for donations, competing for
volunteers, and carving out their share of the marketplace. Joined by co-authors Frank Adkins
and Chris Forbes, Levinson shows nonprofit marketers how to gain the competitive edge they
need by replacing their lack of money with the power of time, energy, imagination, and
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information—allowing them to maximize their impact and raise more money! Armed with timetested principles, 200 proven weapons of Guerrilla Marketing, and relevant tactics and tools,
nonprofit marketers learn how to boost public awareness, increase effectiveness in recruiting
volunteers, mobilize advocates, and raise more money—no matter the state of their finances. •
Introduces the “seven golden rules” for fundraising success and recruiting volunteers • 200
proven weapons of Guerrilla Marketing customized for nonprofits • Covers publicity and social
media tactics specific to the nonprofit community • Concepts are illustrated through real-world
examples and comparison tables
Because the battle begins before a book even hits the selves, an author needs every weapon to get
ahead of the competition. Guerrilla Marketing for Writers is packed with proven insights and
advice, it details 100 ÒClassified secretsÓ that will help autho
Six Steps to Building Your Million-Dollar Coaching Practice
Guerrilla Marketing for the Home-based Business
Guerrilla Marketing for Financial Advisors
New Strategies, Tactics, and Weapons for Winning Big Profits for Your Small Business
100 Low-cost, High-impact Weapons for Online Profits and Prosperity
The Entrepreneur's Guide to Earning Profits on the Internet
Guerrilla Marketing for Job Hunters 3.0

Put the best-selling marketing series of all time to work for you. It may well be the
wisest investment you ever make. Guerrilla Marketing for Direct Selling is a proven
system to explode your business growth.
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2015 Susanne K. Langer Award for Outstanding Scholarship, Media Ecology
Association2013 Book of the Year, Visual Communication Division, National
Communication Association Amidst the profound upheavals in technology, economics,
and culture that mark the contemporary moment, marketing strategies have multiplied,
as brand messages creep ever deeper into our private lives. In Your Ad Here, an
engaging and timely new book, Michael Serazio investigates the rise of “guerrilla
marketing” as a way of understanding increasingly covert and interactive flows of
commercial persuasion. Digging through a decade of trade press coverage and
interviewing dozens of agency CEOs, brand managers, and creative directors, Serazio
illuminates a diverse and fascinating set of campaign examples: from the America’s
Army video game to Pabst Blue Ribbon’s “hipster hijack,” from buzz agent bloggers and
tweeters to The Dark Knight’s “Why So Serious?” social labyrinth. Blending rigorous
analysis with eye-opening reporting and lively prose, Your Ad Here reveals the
changing ways that commercial culture is produced today. Serazio goes behind-thescenes with symbolic creators to appreciate the professional logic informing their work,
while giving readers a glimpse into this new breed of “hidden persuaders” optimized for
21st-century media content, social patterns, and digital platforms. Ultimately, this new
form of marketing adds up to a subtle, sophisticated orchestration of consumer conduct
and heralds a world of advertising that pretends to have nothing to sell.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER The book that started the guerilla marketing revolution,
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expanded and completely updated for the twenty-first century. Jay Levinson's Guerrilla
Marketing revolutionized marketing strategies for the small-business owner with his
take-no-prisoners approach to finding clients. Based on hundreds of solid and effective
ideas, Levinson’s philosophy has given birth to a new way of learning about market
share and how to gain it. In this completely updated and expanded fourth edition,
Levinson offers a new arsenal of weaponry for small-business success including
strategies for marketing on the internet (explaining when and precisely how to use it);
tips for using new technology, such as podcasting and automated marketing; programs
for targeting prospects and cultivating repeat and referral business, and management
lessons in the age of telecommuting and freelance employees. Guerrilla Marketing is
the entrepreneur’s marketing bible—and the book every small-business owner should
have on his or her shelf.
Guerrilla Marketing in 30 Days Workbook
Hundreds of Sure-Fire Tactics to Get Maximum Sales for Minimum DollarsIncludes
Podcasts, Blogs, and Media Training for the Digital Age
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